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Hustle castle arena glory points

Using our team as an example. This is how our three players came out in the war on 21/8/19 @ 11:00 am. Vee and Always Vee players DID NOT win waypoints and who DID win waypoints. We all won the war. We're in first place. Eighteen players participated in the war. Here's what it looks like: To
check the math, we tracked down the glory points before and after the war. Differences in calculations are minimal and can be attributed to rounding up or down numbers. Helpful Note: Make sure you're using the correct amount for your Team Clan's Total Battle Bonus. They are constant: Place 1 28,000
2nd place 20,000rd place 3rd place 12,000 Results Screen shows a combined total that you can't use to perform your individual calculations. This includes team bonuses, plus all waypoint winning bonuses combined. It's good to know the information. Instead, you need to manually count the number of
people on your team at your point of direction and all the waypoints to figure out your share of the bonus. That's it! Now you can count your own Hustle Castle Clan and Individual bonuses in Clan wars! Good luck! How many glory points do we make from the arena? Are the glory points you get different
when you use tickets vs. food? In The Arena your opponents are chosen by the level of your fighter. Therefore everyone will be divided into so-called brackets. Those brackets go from lvl 1 to bracket level and your strongest fighter decides in your bracket wich wil land in. for example if your highest fighter
is lvl 53 your bracket level is 55 Following the existing bracket levels: 20, 30, 40, 47, 55, 62, 70, 77, 87, 100 you can have Fighters exceed the bracketlevel if you follow the rules below: 1. Your average fighter [barracks level] should be below the bracket level +1 2. fighters can not be more than the next
bracketlevel for example for 5x55 cant more than 62 3. If the fighter is above your level bracket, no other fighter can be the same or below [Rounded down((bracket level-5)/5)*5] for example for 5x55 if the fighter &gt;55 no other fighter can be the same or below 50 // for 5x62 if the fighter &gt;62 no other
fighter can be the same or below 55 4. for barracks level 3 is 0, 4 is 1, 5 is 2 and 6 are 3 fighters are allocated to be above the bracket level Just type in your strongest fighter level and your barracks level to see in the bracket wich your team will go. Chip and Dale and Tom and Jerry's offer broke those
rules! Information provided without warranty. In the forum you will often see something like 5x55 In combination with the arena stands for and it stands for brackat one can enter The first number is the barracks level and the second number is the Brackat level. First I have to tell you will often win if you just
follow a simple guide, you should try and learn. After a while you will find more tricks that help you all wich specific to mention here. But they can help you at least at the beginning, so here are 3 Most used Tactics: Pro.: - Easy to use - Low probability an fighting opponents are in front of you Cons.: -
Sometimes you can't chase the one in front of you Pro.: - Often you get more points in the first 3 rounds - you have more control if you are at the top of the counter.: - Only with a fairly strong Pro a decent team.: - Weaker opponents are often at the top at the start leading to more points if you attack early -



you attack more Scratch - You have more control if you are at the top cons.: - Only with the strongest team that deserves a level of random rare items depends not only on the Fighter Training Room but also on your fighter level wich means a player with a Fighter Training Room 4 and with a level of 20
fighters will get level items 23-24 and with his fighter at the maximum level he will get level items 29-30. In the following table you will find only the maximum level. Format: The rare level of cost you may get = ~. You might get =~. Enable Javascript to use all the tools on this website! + - x 25. April 2018 um
16:10 · Lords, recent updates have introduced a new clan resource - Glory. You can earn Glory points in Clan Wars, Arena, and PvP battles. And what dada clan is the target for your clan?  Enjoy the game now: Beitrag der Seite  Clans &amp;amp; Clanmates  Dungeon  Friends Find them
below  So maintenance, the game will be temporarily unavailable on December 17 from 08:40 GMT + 3 Estimated time - 50 minutes - improve the mechanics of Happiness for clan area activities  100503 gefällt dasBuild your base, manage the squad, save humans from deadly viruses!
American Dad Apocalypse Soon67,074 gefällt dasSpiele/SpielzeugeMehr ansehen202 gefällt dasHere we will talk everything Hustle Castle. Get some of the latest news here. We run weekly... 32 Mio. gefällt dasThis is the official Facebook page for Donald J. Trump6770 gefällt dasApp-Seite14717 gefällt
dasFrostborn is a beautiful, serious, relatively complex and modern game with great mechanics and ... Gefällt dasARCHERO 689.989 is a rogue-lite shooting style action game! @Googleplay The Best Innovative Game of 2019! Castle Hustle Latinoamerica1016 gefällt dasen una página, para ayudar , dar
consejos sobre el juego, no straw restricciones pública lo que ... 2750 gefällt dasI just love that sh ** 344 gefällt dasEsta es una página para consejos y ayuda por parte de la comunidad de Fightin eh? Castle of the El Juego Hustle.10 Mio. gefällt dasJust professional work posted by the best tattoos.
Instagram @tattoosnix @nixtattooshow alert!... 38911 gefällt dasOffizielles deutsches Facebook-Profile von #RogueCompany, entwickelt von First Watch Games ... Vince developed the software to work. He enjoys playing games and building electronic circuits in his spare time. Hustle Castle Arena on the
map. How Does the Arena Work? Hustle Castle Arena is one of the game modes available in the game. This game mode allows you to challenge 14 other players with PVP-like styles to which among the 15 players can get the most tournament points. The player with the most tournament points gets
expensive prizes with a Badge of Courage and chest. You can also use tournament points to get good equipment from arena stores, such as weapons, armor, jewelry, and artifacts. Hustle Castle Arena Tournament BetHow to Join the ArenaTo joins, a player can bet on food or tournament tickets. Arena
rewards differ depending on the item you pay as a bet. Betting tournament tickets to enter gives you a better reward than betting on food. Plus, you'll win more badges of courage in tournament ticket betting. Of course, the prizes you will get in the tournament also depend on the rank you will get at the end
of the tournament. The higher the rank you get, the higher the number of Valor Badges and the more chests you'll get from the arena. This Tournament Round and Tournament Points takes about 5 rounds for 2 minutes 30 seconds. In each round, you have to choose one opponent and fight to the death.
Each fight you win will give you tournament points. The longer you beat your opponent, the fewer tournament points you'll get. In each of the last four rounds, players will be ranked by the number of their tournament points. Players with the same tournament points will be ranked based on their battle skills
or battle points. Beating other higher-ranked players will give you more tournament points. Tournament Bracket The maximum tournament points you can get in each round depending on the bracket of the tournament you participate in. Tournament brackets depend on your player's average level and your
Fighter Training Room level. The higher the player level and your Fighter Training Room, the higher tournament bracket will be available to you. How to WinHaving the strongest troops will be more likely to win your Arena. However, being the strongest doesn't make you always the best runner for the title.
It also requires a good strategy and a good time to win the tournament. Knowing which battle to fight and when to fight it wisely will surely take you to the top even if you are not the strongest. But don't worry— we've set out all the strategies, tips and tricks we've found so far in this Arena guide. The Level
55 brackets in ArenaGuide Hustle Castle to Arena BracketsPlayers that join arenas are grouped together according to parentheses. According to hustle castle publisher, the player bracket mainly depends on the average level of player fighters and the number of fighters available in the player's barracks.
However, it does not seem accurate at all. There are definitely other factors to consider in bracketing a player. In fact, even if you to lower the average level of your fighters by expelling any of them, you will still belong to the recent brackets. Using Table Below The following call shows the different
parentheses that exist in the arena. Column headers refer to number of fighters in your Barracks while the row header refers to the average level of all your fighters in Barracks.LegendO: This symbol represents existing brackets. X: This symbol shows parentheses or parentheses that no one has no
player. Brackets that lack players take time to find a match. However, they are usually easy to conquer considering the small number of players included in this bracket.4 Fighters5 Fighters6 FightersAvg. Lvl. 30OXXAvg. Lvl 40OOXAvg. Lvl 47OOXAvg. Lvl 55OOXAvg. Lvl 62OOXAvg. Lvl 70OOXAvg. Lvl
77XOOAvg. Lvl 85XXOAvg. Lvl 92XXOAvg. Lvl 100XXOOftentimes, beginners tend to stay longer at levels lower than 70 to farm for good equipment and craft materials. However, it is actually suggested, that you stay longer in certain brackets to farm for equipment and craft materials only when you are
at least above level 60 and have at least 5 fighters. Lower level equipment tends to become obsolete faster; thus, it is best to rush your fighters to a higher level and from there, spend time in farming for good equipment. Currently ranked 2nd in the 4th round of the TournamentStrategy Guide for the Arena
The following strategies listed below do not guarantee you the grand prize in the arena, but they will guide you on how to approach the arena depending on the circumstances you encounter. All these strategies fully exploit the rules in the arena so they are almost the same but they differ on how and when
to implement them. One of the rules exploited in this guide is the rule that gives you bonus tournament points every time you attack a player who is ranked higher than you. It may not be able to perfectly match what you need but it will definitely help you in creating your own strategy at Hustle Castle
Arena.1. Find and Destroy StrategiesThis is recommended if you are the strongest of all or at least stronger than most of your opponents. This strategy requires recording your opponent's power ratings that range from at least 5% more than you. Take an average power rating to guide you which
opponents attack for each round. In the first 2 rounds, let's try to attack opponents who are lower than your average list power rating. We don't want to get to the top in the first few rounds so we will attack opponents who will not try to attack the weakest opponents. In the last 3 rounds, earn bonus
tournament points by attacking opponents above your rank. Choose the weakest among those above your rank. If you can no longer find a target above your ranking, choose the weakest.2. Wait and Attack StrategyThis can be applied to any player who is at least stronger than 8 or at least 4 opponents.
This missed the first round of the arena. We can't guarantee that weaker opponents will have higher rankings than us in every round so to do that we had to get through the first half. This obviously won't put you at a huge disadvantage compared to the player who attacks in all rounds of the round The
bonus points you can earn in attacking opponents above your rank will offset your lost innings. For example, in the lvl 55 bracket, regular points can give you a maximum of 50 points while bonus points can give you a maximum of 75 points. You can get a maximum of 250 points with normal points but if
you can get bonus points for each round in just 4 rounds, you can get a maximum of 300 points. Once you've passed the first round, you can then apply the Search and Destroy strategy above. Additional TipsAttack Strong Idle Opponents: Idle opponents are those who do not attack in the arena,
especially since they have been disconnected. Usually, you can identify them if they have 0 points even after the second round. Of course, you'll have to attack idle opponents whose power ratings are less than yours. They are good targets because you can get average points from them and they do not
pose a risk of ranking above you in the tournament. Thus, you will be able to get decent points from them while not being able to get higher rankings in the early rounds. This means you will be able to earn bonus points from weak opponents who get ranked above you. Wait for Exit Hours: Each lap gives
you about 2 minutes and 30 seconds. This is just the right amount of time to analyze and choose which opponent to attack in each round. Attack in the last 30 seconds to identify which opponents are not attacking or have lost this round. You will be able to decide which opponent to choose judging by their
results in each round. Record Your Losses: Power ratings aren't the only factor that decides the outcome of a battle. Sometimes, your opponent has a lower power rating than you are actually stronger than you and can even defeat you during battles. Factors such as artifacts and combat classes can also
influence the outcome of a battle. This is the opponent you should pay attention to. See their warrior classes and the artifacts they use. Through it, you will be able to identify whether the opponent is a potential target or not. In addition, you can try copying and implementing their squad settings. Experiment
if it works for you or not. We hope this guide will help improve your ranking in the Arena. Happy bet! Bet!
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